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NEW YEAR…NEW YOU WITH AMEREJUVE
Restore and Rebalance, Discover a New You by
approaching you in a New Way
Ring in the New Year with a fabulous new you! As the
hustle and bustle of the holidays dwindle down, it’s time
to focus on you, pamper yourself as you take on a new
year.
Face the New Year with a new you at Amerejuve,
Houston’s premier med spa. At Amerejuve, various rejuvenation and revitalization treatments are
available to resurface underlying beauty.
Amerejuve Medical Spa is proud to offer personalized results, driven to restore and rebalance your
mind, body with life changing rejuvenation services.
Whether it’s laser hair removal or medical weight loss you’re looking to resolve, Amerejuve has a
specialized team of health care professionals that can conquer your requests. At Amerejuve,
unwanted hair can become a thing of the past with the latest and greatest laser hair removal
techniques.
Ready to lose excess weight as you take on the New Year, Amerejuve offers a life changing solution,
Red Circle.
Red Circle is a unique, personalized weight management program tailored to an individual’s
metabolism and cardiometabolic profile. The program uses a state-of-the-art, FDA-approved
metabolism assessment device, a vascular function test and advanced blood lipid analysis to
complete a comprehensive assessment before designing a personalized weight management
program for you.
As the New Year begins, begin putting yourself first and let Amerejuve’s rejuvenation specialists
handle the work as you place yourself as a priority and undergo the latest age-fighting treatments and
more.
About Amerejuve MEDSPA

Amerejuve offers Houston and the surrounding communities a vast array of esthetic services ranging from
cosmetic facial rejuvenation to FDA-approved laser hair removal. The company was founded in 2008 as
the precursor of American Rejuvenation Centers. Amerejuve is dedicated to bringing the kind of cosmetic
services that were only available to “Hollywood Stars” to the mainstream. The focus of Amerejuve is nonsurgical treatments for cosmetic and skin rejuvenation. Exciting new services are constantly being added.
In 2010, Amerejuve will be introducing RED CIRCLE™, our exclusive, metabolism-based, personalized
weight management program. For more information on Amerejuve please visit www.amerejuve.com or
call 713-960-6262

